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U.D.C. No. 629.13.053

Technioal Note No. I.A.P.104.6
September, 1955

ROYAL AIRCRAFPT ESTABLISHTT. FAYRNBOUGH

The Canadian Position and Homing Indicator Wk.2 (A.S.C.C. Project 173)

by

R. L. Jefferies

The Position and Homing Indlioator 14k. 2 is an electro-mehanioal
computer combininxg air mileage, heading and set wind informnation into
position inioation relative to selected bases. This note briefly describes
the instrwsent and gives results of initial laboratory tests.

The model examined had an overall homing accuracy of about 8 inaatioel
miles. Owing to extensive use of miniature components, further tests will
be needed before the instrument is considered for Service use or Standard-
isatior.
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I Introduotion

The Mc. I Position and Homing Indicator, (P.11.1.) made by Computing
Devices of Canada, has been previously exainede. This. note describes the
Wk. 2 instrument aid gives an initial bench assessment of its inherent
accuracy prior to flight trials, as agreed under A.B.0.C. Combined Test
Project No.173, Worting Party N9.53.

2 General Description

2.1 Prinoiple of operation

Presentation of the Mk.2 P.H.I. is similar to that of the Mk.I instru-
ment, providing a continuous plan view of the aircraft's position relative
to a selected datum point. Fig. 1 shows the cable coupling of the various
units whilst Fig. 9 gives in block diagram form the general linkage of com-
ponent parts.

Airspeed as a synchro input from a Kollsman True Airspeed Transmitter
-is eonverted into a shaft rotation and applied to the ball resolver, which
is set by a synchro input from the compass. The oomponent air mileage
outputs then set potentiometers to produce voltage piok-offs proportional
to N-S and E-W distances, to which are added component wind voltages fron
manual wind settings. The ground miles component voltages thus obtained
then drive integrator motors which move mutually perpendicular indicator
arms across the instrument face.

2.2 Presentation

Fig. I shows the face of the indicator, which is divided by seven
concentric circles, the outermost being a compass rose. The aircraft's
position is always at the centre of the dial, the target being denoted
by the intersection of the marker arm which move in a map direction
opposite to.the aircraft's flight path. Range and bearing of the aircraft
relative to arz, of five selected stations can then be seen, together with
true heading indication fron.the compass pointer.

Three ranges, of. 50, 250 and 500 nautical miles are provided, the
instrument automatically moving to the 500 range if either of the others
is exceeded. A convergency correction is applied to reduce the flat
earth presentation errors.

A hold control enables the presentation to be locked and incoming
information stored in a memr system. This operates automatically when
setting wind, the manual wind controls moving the marker arms to position
the intersection at the range and bearing corresponding to wind speed and
direction.

3 Detailed Description

3. 1 Heading

The heading system is shown schematically in Fig 10. Synchronous
transmission from a, flux-gate type compass is fed through a differential
synchro in the control unit to the stators of the course synohro in the
computer unit and the -heading synohro in ,the indioator. Misaligrnent
signals are amplified in the course and heading amplifiers of the junotion
box and returned to the variable phases of the two phase follow-up motors

* The Canadian Position and Homing Indicator. - Technical Note No.
I.AP.I024

1- -
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in the indicator and computer, setting the hea&tng pointer and the ball
resolver respectively. Variation is applied at the differential synohro.

3.2 Airspeed system

The airspeed system is shown schematically in'Fig. 11. The airspeed
synohro in the ocmputer unit is fed by a synchro transmission from the
Kollsman True Airspeed Transmitter, misalignment signals being applied to
the two phase airspeed motor after amplification in the airspeed seryo-
amplifier of the junction box. The airspeed motor sets the ball oarriage
of a ball and disc variable gear, the disc being driven by a constant speed
escapement controlled motor. The roller speed is therefore proportional to
airspeed.

Output from the roller is geared to one side of a differential, the
other side being geared to the airspeed follow-up mdtor and the ball resolver.
If the roller and follow-up motor speeds differ, the differential alters the
airspeed resistor in the follow-up motor supply, The follow-up motor there-
fore drives the ball resolver at a speed proportional to airspeed, and the
sine and cosine outputs of the resolver drive twin helipots to give voltages
proportional to N-S and 3-W displacements.

A low airspeed cut-out switch guards against operation of the system by

ground winds..

3.3 Convergency correction

The natural convergency of two meridians = d (long) sin (mid-lat.) and
the method of applying this to the P.H.I. Mk.2 can be followed by referring
to the schematic diagram of ig. 12.

A high accuracy two-phase resolver in the junction box is set manually
to the mid-latitude of the proposed flight. The voltage proportional to sine
latitude is coupled through a transformer to supply the convergency potentio-
meter of the 3-W twin helipot. The piok-off fron the potentiometer is there-
fore proportional to E-W mileage sine latitude.

The voltage proportional to cos latitude is transformed and applied to
a potentiometer whose wiper is driven by the convergency motor, through the
convergency servo-amplifier, to maintain a balance with the convergency poten-
tiomete".-. Hence the motor movement is proportional to E-W mileage x sin lat,

oos lt.
i.e. d. long sine mid-lat., and this is applied through a differential to the
computer course synohro.

3.4 Indicator servo transmission

Fig.13 shows schematically the N-S drive to the indioator; the E-W is
similar.

In the computer unit a transformer applies 26 V across the oentre-tapped
N-S mileage potentiometer, the wiper being driven by the N-S (cosine) output
of the ball resolver. For the datum station the centre tap is connected to
earth; for other stations a bias voltage is applied from the "station set"
transformer and the "station aet" potentiometer in the selector unit. The
voltage pick-off from the N-S computer potentiometer is therefore proportional
to the N-S distance from the selected station. With no wind set, this voltage
is compared, through the amplifier, with a similar potentiometer system in the
indicator, any out of balance being amplified and used to drive the indicator
N-S motor which is coupled to the indicator N-S helipot and the N-S marker arm.

-5-
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A similar system applies a further bias for wind mileage. The wind
setting potentiometer, which is manally set to component wind speed in
the control unit, is energised from the wind transformer in the junction
box. An csoapement controlled constant speed motcr moves the wiper of the
wind iutepator pctentiameter, applying a voltage proportional to time to
the mind transformer. The wiper is moved against a spring loading through
a friction olutoL, which can be released by the wind reset control to re-
start wind .!htogration, or is automatically released after two hours duration.

3.5 Memory system

A mechanical memory system is incorporated in the oamputer unit in
the form of slant plane clutches between the ball resolver output shafts
and the mileage helipots. First operation of the hold motor disengages
the clutches by a cam system, leaving the helipots stationary whilst the
resolver output shafts continue rotating. The next operation of the hold
motor re-engages the clutches, the slant faces on the helipots side being
pulled round to mate with the res&lver output faces, thereby moving the
helipots by an amunt equivalent to the stored mileage.

Wind mileage is not stored by this memory system

One olutoh can be seen in Pig. 6.

3.6 Control relay system

Push button seitches control the functioning of the instrument
through, a series of relays shown in Fig. 14.

The sequence relays R5, 6 and 7 which ensure a delay of 25 seconds
whilst resetting takes place, are made by the "zone change", "zero" and
" wind reset" switches. Relay R6 releases the wind integrator clutch and
energises the delay motor, which rotates a cam once to give an instantaneous
break in the delay switch after 25 seconds, so breaking the sequence relays.
Relay R7 locks the sequence relays on until the time delay is completed,
and energisds the hold motor to store incoming mileage Oiing the time
delay. For normal following, the indlicator motors are diven-from the
mileage servo-amplifier, but when the sequenoe relay R5 is made the
computer helipot reset motors operate to correct the computer pots
during the zeroinj &nd wind reset cycles.

The zeroing relays RI and 2 are made by the twin "zero" switches
provided the "zone change" switch is in its normal position. R2 looks
the zero relays until the delay switch is opened and energises the
sequence relays. R1 transfers connection of the servo-amplifiers from
the indioator pots to earth. Thus the computer helipots are reset to
zero position (through R5), and when the time delay ends the irdioator
pots are driven to the corresponding zero.

The "zone change" switch makes the relay RIO, which first powers
the wind integator clutch to maintain the wind mileage, and then the
sequence system, which would normally sero the wind mileage.

The"wind reset" switch makes the sequence relays, R6 breaking the
wind integrator clutch to seroise the wind integrator potentiometer, and
R5 changing the N-S and E-W servo amplifier outputs from the indicator
motors to the computer reset motors. This means that the indicator
position remains unchanged whilst the computer helipots are servoed to
balance, i.e. the wind mileage to time of wind reset remains in. but wind
integration stsrt-s' again.

-.-
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The "set wind" switch makes relays R3 and 4. R3 disoonneots air mile-
age input voltages from the omiputer pots and earths the oentre taps of the
wind potentiometers aid transformers; thus only the set wind is shown on the
indicator dial. P4 disoonneots the wind integrator wiper to provide a
standard setting voltage at the wind transformers, at the same time supplying
power to the indicator light.

The station set relay R8 alters the inputs to the N-S and B-W servo-
amplifiers fran air-plus-wind-miles voltages to setting voltages from the
station set potentiometers, which therefore position the indicator cross-
bars relative to the centre of the indicator dial. R9 disconnects the wind
setting system and powers the indicator light.

The hold-motor operates whenever the hold switch is pressed or when the
sequence relays are made, through R7. This motor drives a cam to operate the
hold changeover switch and also disconnects a slant plane clutch in each ball
resolver output shaft, thus decoupling the computer helipots. At the erd of
the time delay or when the hold switch is pressed again, the hold motor re-
engages the clutches thereby unstoring the memory.

3.7 Component units

The indioator unit is shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. It contains the heading
motor driving the heading synchro ard heading pointer, and the N-S and E-W
mileage servo-motors driving helipots and cross-bar indicators. The cross-bars
consist of wires cemented to nylon threads which are moved by pulleys coupled
to the mileage motors. Four relays operated by the range switches, control
through trimers the input voltage to the transformer supplying the mileage
helipots. This provides a scale change in the movement of the indicators for
a given computer pot movement.

The control unit, (Fig.4), contains the differential synohr for setting
variation, the N-S and E-W wind setting helipots, and the push-button switches
of "wind set", "wind reset" and "hold".

The press-button unit of Fig.5 consists of the "zone change" switch,
a double "sero" switch, and a plug-in selector pack which is removed by
lifting the extractor lever. The push button selector pack has a base
station, and four alternate ones which are set up by four pairs of adjusting
screws, exposed when the "set station" switch is pressed. Alternative
selector packs can be plugged in provided they have one common station.

The computer box is shown in Figs.6 and 7, containing the course synchro
and servo motor coupled to the ball resolver; the airspeed system of Section
3.2; the convergency potentiometer, transformer and servo-motor; the N-S and
E-W transmission heipots, transformers and reset motors; and the hold motor
and memory clutches.

The amplifier-junction box of Fig. 8 contains the delay motor and control
relays, the high accuracy resolver for convergency correction, and the con-
stant speed wind integrator motor, potentiometer and resetting clutch. The
servo-amplifiers are separate sealed plug-in units, with a "minioube" blower
providing forced cooling.

4 Operational use

4.1 Before Flight

Set the latitude on the junction box scale to base station latitude.
The lower push-button of the selector unit is the base statibn, ant the four

-7-
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alternate stations are set by pushing each button in turn, adjusting the
screws exposed when the "push to set" lever is pressed, to bring the
cross-bar intersection to the correct bearing and distance of each
alternate station relative to the base. The "station set" indicator
light should be on only when the "push to set" lever is pressed.

Under normal operating conditions only the green "nay" light
should be on. If the indioator shows "wind set" press the "push to set
wind" switoh on the control unit; if "hold" and "nay", press the "hold"
switch; if"hold"only, press the "zone change" switch.

When the indicator shows "nay" only, select the base station and
zeroise by pressing simnltaneously the two "zero" buttons.

It must be remembered that a time delay of up to 25 seconds will
operate when the "zero", "zone change" or "wind reset" controls are used.

To set wind, press the "set wind" switch on the control unit,
position the indicator cursor to wind bearing and rotate the two wind
control knobs to bring the cross-bar intersection to the correct wind
velocity on the cursor. Press once more the "set wind" switch to restore
to normal.

If the junction box is inaccessible during flight the latitude scale
should be adjusted to the mid-flight latitude after the station selector
adjustments.

4.2 During flight

Set variation at the control unit. The indicator will show the
range and bearing of any of the five stations from the aircraft's computed
position by pressing the apprepriate selector. Alternative selector units
can be inserted to extend the flight range by first selecting the ocomwn
station, then pressing the "zone change" control, changing to the new
selector pack, again selecting the coamon station, and finally pressing
the "zone change" switch once more.

If a ground fix is obtained which does not agree with the range

and bearing of the selected station as shown on the indicator, press the
"hold" switch and correct by rotating the wind knobs. This will mean
that the aet wind will alter, and the amount of the new wind can be seen
by pressing the "set wind" switch. Then press once :more to return to"hold" ("hold" and "nay" lights on).

If the new indicated wind is questionable, press the "wind reset"
switch, wait 25 seconds until the "nay" light shows again, and then set
wind as in 4.1. This will leave the indicator in the corrected ground
position and wind integration will restart from the. time of "wind reset".
Finally press the "hold" switch to unstore.

If during a long flight, the "wind set" light shows, the wind
integrator will have reached its two hour limit. Press the "wind reset"
switch to restart. wind integration.

The "hold" control will allow up to 150 nautical miles of air
mileage to be stored in memory.

The aircraft may be homed to the selected base by turning until
the heading pointer lies through the oross-bar intersection, but it
should be remembered that by doing this drift is not allowed for and
the approach path will not be direct.

-8-
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5 Laboratory Tests

All tests were carried out at room temperature (about 2 0 0), rcuml

ground pressure and without applied vibration.

Table I gives leading particulars of the instrument.

Table II shows the accuracy f ocumpass setting and variation.

The linearity of the airspeed follow-up motor oan be seen in Table III
and Fig. 15, and backlash in the airspeed system up to the variable gear in
Table IV and Pig.16.

-Table V and Pig. 17 show the linearity of the wind setting potentiometers,
and. Table VI and Pig. 18 the linearity of the wind integrator.

Table VII gives the voltage piok-off at the computer helipots (indicator
helipots were identical for no wind) and the indioated grour position error.
Voltage against indicated pesition is plotted in Fig 19 to show the irxlioator
follow-up accuracy. The effeot of a sudden turn amounted to 15 nautical miles
on the-.250 soale or '3 on the 50 soae.

Parallax due to the recessed dials could be one cursor division, equiva-
lent to 2, 10 or 20 nautical miles depending on the scale, and movement of the
cursor glass was about half one division. Movenent of the cross-bar indicators
was in steps of 1 to I division, i.e.'1, 3 oi 7 nautical mile steps. Zeroing
introduced an error on the N-S indicator of up to J nautical miles on the 50
soale.

It was found during'the tests that the hold motor was iinperative when
the voltage was below about 23 V D.C. and unreliable at higher voltages.
This resulted in lost motion at the clutches when unstoring, giving a varying
time delay before the computer helipots were driven of up to 10 minates. The
existing memory system of 'slant plane clutohes relles on good contact being
maintained at the olutch faces in the unstored position. . This is done by the
hold cams applying pressure through leaf springs; -heno6 the initial starting
load that the hold motor must overcome is considerable.

6 conlusions

The Ik. 2 Position and Homing Indicator is a considerable improvement
over the Ml. I instrument in all; respectc. Presentation of ground position
on the indicator unit, with its expanding scale system, is very good, but
due to pa.-allax the irdioator must stil be carefully positioned. Convergenoy
correction, although approximate, will be a great advantage at high latitudes.

Individual servo systems show an accuracy of 2 or better, but a-cumu-
lated backlash, stepping, etc. result in an overall accuracy of about 8
nautical miles on the 50 scale and greater absolute error (though not oorre-
spondingly so) for the other scales.

On the instrument tested the design of the memory store affected the
operation of the hold system, and some improvement might be possible here.
Wind mileage is not stored but continues moving the aross-bars when the
instrument is on memory, and this oould result in errors if high winds and
long storage times were involved, sinoe in correcting to a gound fix the
wind mileage during store would have to be corrected by altering the set
wind.

Miniature ooaonents have been incorporated whenever possible and the
effects of environmental conditions on such ozmponents my be quite

-9-
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detrimental to serviceability in use. This should be investigated before
the instrument is considered for the Servioes.
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TABLB I

Leading Partioulars.

Wt (2b
Inioator- unit " x 4" (faoe) x 6" + * plug overhang 54

Control unit 3k4 x 3*' (faoe) x 5"1 + 2-" 'Plug overhang if

Seleotor unit 6*'.x 2" (faoe) x 4'4" + I" plug overhang 2j

Computer unit 13" x 4' X 8' + 14-" plug overhang t 12

Junction box amplifier 7-4 X 94" X 4t94

Total weight excluding harness 34

Input
27.5 volt D.C.
115 V 400 oyolessingle phase
True airspeed synchro input
Compass synchro input.

TABIE II

Compass System

Compatns Setting 0 301 60:::90 120 150 180 210 240 270 30030
Indicator Reading 3591029,059,0891119'i4.91 17912091239126829813284-

Variation Set East 0 10.1 20 30 140150' 60

Irilicator Reading 35 !009 019 029- 039 049 059

Variation Set West 0 i 10 J. 20 1 30 40 50 60

Indicator Reading 359 34. 339 -329 1 319 1 309 299

-11 -
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TAML III

Aireed folow-ups rstam

Airspeed 100 150 200 250 ,3OO 350 00

Motor Volts 7.9 11.2 1'4.5 17.8 j21.2 24.5 27.8

R.P.M. 0. 812 1.126 1. 62 2.080 2.492 2.920 3.328
1__2

Airspeed oonstant speed motor 8.7 r.p.m.

TA=I IV

Airspeed Variable Gear

Airspeed Ball oarriage movement (M,)

100 0
150 0.94
200 1.88
250 2.79
300 3.72
350 4.6.
400 5.57

> 4.00
400 5.42
350 4.50
300 3. 59
250 2.71
.200 1.80
150 0.91

100 0

TABLE V

Wind Settin ' Potentiometers

Wind setting N-S potentiometer R,-W potentiometer
on iiostor. N volta 8 E volts W

20 o.3 0.33
40 0.66 0.67
60 0.99 1.00
80 1.33 1.34 1.33 1.32

'100 1.67 1.67 1.65 1.65
120 2.00 2.00 1.99 1.99
140 2.35 2.35 2.35 2.33

- 12-
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TABIZ VI

Wind integrator potentiometer

Integration tim (mins) 4 1 51 6 [7 8111 17123 33

Wind pot. volts 0.6010.7 0.97!1.13 103812.0 3.29 4.60 6.70

TABLE VII

Indioator Pollow-up System

Time Iludioed IN-6Cmj - n E up nert Po1iion(ml.-) Position .pot. ol l~e , pot. Vblt MIUUG~ wror nkA

(1) Airspeed 360 K at 2250 headi n
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 18 /01* 5 0 0.18 1 2 021 12 0
4 244/0450 O.27 17J 0.25 17 0
5 

0.35 211

6 0.41 26
7 40 " 0.41 271 -2
9 54" 0.63 40 0

10 59 " 0.61 ;14 -1
11 0.78 50
12 0.82 5+
13 0.86 58
15 95 " 1.00 67 o.98 67 +5
7 1.12 76 1.08 76

18 117 " 1.30 88 1.25 88 +9
24 150 " 1.56 105 1.51 105 +6
27 170 " 1.78 120 1.7+ 120 +8
30 186 1.96 131k 1.91 1315 +6
33 2.16 146 2.12 1+6
36 22+ " 2.36 158 2.30 158 +8
39 240 " 2.5)+ 169 2.51 169 +6
42 262 " 2.76 185 2.72 185 +10
4.5 280 " 2.98 197 2.92 197 +1o
(2) Airspeed 360K at 015o heading

0 280/W5°
3 266/043 2.90 195 2.72 182 "-4.
6 250/01+3 2.70 183 2.53 171 -4.
9 233 " 2.45 171 2.28 159 -7

12 214* " 2.23 157 2.06 146 -6
15 196 "  1.96 144 1.81 134 -6
18 180 " 1.76 132 1.60 123 -8
21 163 " 1.56 120 1.39 111 -7
24 143 " 1.36 105 1.2+ 98 -7
27 125 " 1.18 92 1.07 85 -7
(3) Arspeed Kat 0060'
0 0 0 0
35 235/000 °  3.51 235 +2
42 280 " 4.22 280 0
47 316 4.78 316 +3
52 348 " 5.22 348 +1

- 13T
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AMPLIFIER-J UNCTION BOX COMPUTER UNIT FIG. I & 2

SELECTOR UNIT INDICATOR UNIT CONTROL UNIT

FIG 1. COMPONENT UNITS

MILEAGE
MOTOR

CURSOR

HEADING
MOTOR

E-W HLIPOTCHANGE

:2 FIG.2. INDICATOR UNIT
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NYLON THREAD I.&4

PULLEY

K- -EIO
FIG.3. INDICATOR UNIT

VARIATION
DIFFERENTIAL

SYNCHRO

SET VARIATION

WIND
SETTING
HELIPOT

:2 FIG.4. CONTROL UNIT
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STATION
SETTING
SCREWS

SELECTOR BOX
REMOAL LVER FIG.5. SELECTOR UNIT

RESET AIRSPEED AIRSPEED AIRSPEED
MOTOR C/S MOTOR SYNCHRO MOTOR

CLUTCH MEMORY RESET COURSE AIRSPEED
OPERATING CLUTCH MOTOR SYNCHRO VARIABLE

CAM GEAR

FIG.6. COMPUTER UNIT
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CONVERGENCY AIRSPEED FOLLOW-UP TRANSMISSION
MOTOR MOTOR HELIPOT

-FIG.7. COMPUTER UNIT

AMPLIFIER MNCB

RELAYS

MOTOR

LATITUDE

WIND FRICTION WIND INTEGRATOR
CLUTCH POTENTIOMETER

FIG.S. AMPLIFIER-JUNCTION BOX
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FIG.9

COMPASS

DIFFELRENTIAL V~ITO OTO

SYNCHROVAATOCORL

COMPUTE COURSCOMPASS SERVO -AMPLIFIERS NCAO

SYNCHROSYNCHRO
COMPUTER COURS INDICATOR

MOTOR HEADINq
CONVR~E.C'~MOTOR

INOICATOR

ICONTROLS. CqENERATOR 14-

SERVO SVE

CONTROS I qNRTRL

FIG.9 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION.
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VAR IION DI7CRCNTIAL:
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FIG.IO. HEADING SYSTEM .(SCHEMATIC)
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FIG.I11
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FIG 12
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FIG. 12. CONVERGENCY SYSTEM. (SCHEMATIC)
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FIG.14.
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FIG.15.
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FIG. 15. AIRSPEED FOLLOW-UP MOTOR.
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FIG.16
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FIG.16. AIRSPEED-VARIALE GEAR BALL MOVEMENT.
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FIG.17.
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FIG.N17. WIND SETTING POT.
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FIG.I&
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FIG. 18. WIND INTEGRATOR POT.
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